Key Points

• Placing reproducibility at the heart of one’s research can save time and money on duplicated research.
• Rosario uploads her presentations before presenting them so she can add the citation and DOI to the presentation itself.

Rosario Rogel is a professor of Sociology at Universidad Autónoma del Estado de México in Mexico. Rosario is also an advocate for open science and scientific communication in Latin America.

Rosario travels around Latin America spreading the word of open science, open access and scientific communication with the research community. She encourages researchers and PhD students to share their data publicly using Figshare. “When they realize they can use Figshare to make their data open, they get really excited for the possibilities of what open research can do,” said Rosario.

Rosario primarily uses Figshare to openly share data associated with her published papers and her presentation slides. She does this ahead of presenting her slides so she can include the citation and a DOI (digital object identifier) in the slides themselves for attendees to access immediately. “Because Figshare adds a DOI to each item I publish, I can track the impact and reuse of the data and presentations I publish,” said Rosario.

She also encourages the researchers and students she speaks with to upload older data and relevant research outputs to Figshare, not just what they’re currently working on.

For anyone starting to think about making their research data open, Rosario recommends placing reproducibility at the heart of one’s research. “Making research data open and documented for reproducibility is important for saving costs on duplicated research,” said Rosario.

For more information on Rosario and her research, visit her Figshare profile page and her Twitter.